
Text Chat Transcript for April 11, 2013 Webinar:  
What’s New in Children’s Literature 

 
Becky Steenburg:My favorite new board books and regular books are 
the ones by Herve Tullet - like “Press Here” and his full “Game of” 
series 

Eileen O’Shea:Handouts can be downloaded hre: 
http://infopeople.org/whats_new_childerns_lit_2013 

Bridget Cannon 2:Love Percy Jackson 

Haley Downer:Yay for Percy Jackson! Excited for the movie coming out 
in August! 

Debra Frisco:Funny Karen Wiseman! A Big Bang Fan here too! 
 Cam-Tu Diep:Belly Up 
Cynthia Saavedra:There are no cats in this book 

nancy owenhazard:Almost Home, 

Cam-Tu Diep:Girls Who Rocked the World 

Rhonda Johnson:Prairie Thief by Melissa Willey 

Cathy Campbell:wonder by palacio...great 

Barbara Barnette:The Fairy Rebel 

Julie Harrison:One Came Home by Timberlake 

Stella Carruth:Press Here! 

 Danitza Lopez:BAwk and Roll by Tammi Sauer 
Jane Somerville:I’m in love with Eleanor and Park by Rainbow Rowells 

Rachel Cameron:Chu’s Day :) 

Selenia Paz:The Incorrigible Children Series, the next book in the 
series coming out this year 

 Corina Bennett:Widget 
Jessica Meredith:Z is for Moose by Kelly Bingham 
 Sherry Christman:Wonder is AMAZING! 
Kara Wiseman:Kingdom Keepers series! Met Ridley Pearson yesterday. 
Marianne Reeves:Eleanor and Park is wonderful. I agree! 
 Andrea Gowing:yes 
Wanda Erickson:The Three Triceratops Tuff” by Stephen Shaskan 
 Judy Hillberg:no sound 
 Rhonda Johnson:Lucky Ducklings 
 Eileen O’Shea:we hear you! 
Claudia Moriarty:My Little Sister Ate One Hare 



Elisa Lee:giant slayer 

Erik Berman:King of Attolia by Megan Whalen Turn 

Julie Hudson:LOVED eleanor and park, and wonder! 

 Mim Gottschalk:No Crystal Stair 
Wanda Erickson:Can all these recommendations be collated and 
posted somewhere also? 

 Sheila Kaufer:Out of My Mind 
Ashley Johnson:too scary for storytime crowd 

Stella Carruth:Loved that! 

Jenny Rodriguez:loved eleanor and park!  

Sherry Christman:My Preschool Storytime kids loved Creepy Carrots 

Janice Gillaspy:i read creepy carrots-great!! 
 Amy Arnold:no sound again? 
 Reeba Lynn:link again for book lists 
Judy Hillberg:my ears are open, but I’m not hearing anything. 
Eileen O’Shea:”a rabbit who believes he is being followed” - lol! 
 Corina Bennett:Knuffle Bunny 
Ashley Johnson:the hat book with the fish was too scary 

Bridget Cannon:Charlie Bone series, Harry Potter series, Percy Jackson 
and Skippy Jon Jones 

Mim Gottschalk:One Cool Friend is hilarious! 

 Stella Carruth:Marcel with Shoes 
Catherine Hong:love one cool friend but too long for storytime 

Corina Bennett:Click Clack Moo 

Marianne Reeves:Aristotle and Dante is excellent. 

Katie Pikula:my storytime crowd liked the Fish and Hat book! They 
thought it was funny!  

 Wanda Erickson:Elephant and Piggie!! 
 Emily Ruff:Love love love Saenz 
Robert Lovell:Toby Wheeler, 8th Grade Benchwarmer 

LUZ CULP:Loved that Martin de Porres book! 
 Wendy Ensor:Mo Willems is superb! 
 Marianne Reeves:Bomb is fantastic! 
Katie Pikula:He is! We’re having an Elephant and Piggie party in just a 
couple weeks :) 

 Wendy Ensor:Sounds so fun Katie! 
 Mim Gottschalk:Pigeon is 10!! 



Kara Wiseman:Huge Mo Willems fan! Lenardo the Terrible Monster is 
my favorite 

 Rebecca Porter:red tail knot 
 Wanda Erickson:BINK AND GOLLIE! 
Cynthia Saavedra:Walter the Farting Dog 

Kathy LeBlanc:Each Kindness 

Wanda Erickson:Yes Each Kindness rocks 

Tina Drew:Dinosaurs Love Underpants!! 

Wanda Erickson:PETE THE CAT YES!!!!! 

Katie Pikula:LOVED Each Kindness!!! Sooo good!  

Valerie Voss:We love Pete! 

 Ginger Safstrom 2:Pete the Cat is hilarious 
 Wendy Ensor:PETE PETE PETE 
 angela vu:love that car! 
 Gloria Vansco:I loved Rabbit & Robot! 
Judith Winecoff:Leonardo the Terrible Monster 

Ellen Knoud:Ernest 

Danitza Lopez:Goldilocks and Just One Bear 

Katie Pikula:Yay for Pete!!!  

Kara Wiseman:PETE!!!! 

Wanda Erickson:my buttons my buttons my four groovy buttons! 

Debra Frisco:Yay Pete the Cat books! Love “White Shoes”! 

Catherine Hong:Can get free Pete the Cat songs/readings online 

Kara Wiseman:Buttons come and buttons go.. 

Kari Gunn:It’s all good. 

Ina Gibson:Using song at storytime can be a nice addition  

Eileen O’Shea:Pete the Cat online goodness here: 
http://www.harpercollinschildrens.com/feature/petethecat/ 

Wanda Erickson:I do like Somebody Please Tell me...  powerful 

Ina Gibson:Dog called Homeless is wonderful 

Ina Gibson:So is Back to Front 

Wanda Erickson:Yes to I Have A Dream!!! 

Gloria Vansco:Ian Falconer’s Olivia is a favorite! 
Wendy Ensor:Love love love Kadir Nelson! 



 Elizabeth Tarnove:Kadir Nelson rocks! 
 Alan Bailey:Kadir is awesome!! 
Lessa Pelayo-Lozada:For Asian Pacific American Award Kid-Lit Winners, 
everyone should check out: 
http://www.apalaweb.org/awards/literature-awards/past-literature-
award-winners/2011-2012-awards/ 

Valerie Voss:Wonder was missing...  
Lisa Testa:The Bomb is the best non-fiction title ever! 
Becky Steenburg:What do you mean by “book talk” ?? 
Katie Pikula:I was kind of surprised “wonder” didn’t win an award...  
 Pat Toney:thanks Lessa 
 Danitza Lopez:Wonder is great 
Candace Virtue:Each Kindness has a great message! 
 Becky Steenburg:Thank you. 
 Elizabeth Tarnove:Oooooh! 
Jessica Meredith:Almost like you’re giving a verbal trailer for a book to 
get kids excited.  

Lisa Testa:Wonder is a great book for a anti-bullying program 

Wanda Erickson:Yes to that webinar 

Cathy Campbell:We used Wonder for our Battle of the Books program! 

Armin Arethna:yes, i was surprised Wonder didn’t feature more in the 
Awards 

Anne Crawford:Is anyone else’s webinar frozen? I just got in a few 
minutes ago due to Flash - arrrggh. 

 Wanda Erickson:Global Baby is great!!! 
 Wanda Erickson:a great series 
 Becky Steenburg:HERVE TULLET!!!! 
 Rebecca Quinn:that is too true! 
Rebecca Quinn:there should be more great board books! 
Kathy LeBlanc:shelving board books is such a challenge-any great 
ideas? 

Martha Zimmerman:a board book bin works well  
Elizabeth Hoff:We keep our board books in bins 
Wanda Erickson:Kathy, I have bins for board books 
Karen Neal:bins work for toddler books 
Jane Somerville:I keep board books in plastic bins on the bottom 
shelves. 

Kathy LeBlanc:thanks everybody! 

Julie Harrison:Fun new board book (sort of) - The Noisy Book by 
Soledad Bravi 



 Becky Seng:I wish we had bins for board books 
Bridget Cannon:Yah we use somehting like a bin, bit we have dividers 
so that they are easier to find 

sherry wade:ditto, our board books are in plastic bins.  

Becky Steenburg:Kathy, we have a bookshelf with big board books, a 
spot for spanish and a spot for bilingual.  We constantly have to 
rearrange them, but they stay a little better now that the shelves are 
marked both with words and pictures 

Cathy Campbell:We have awaist-high box on wheels divided into 4 
sections for baord books...works great 

Mim Gottschalk:We use metal tubs from Target which are normally 
used for beverages. 

Wanda Erickson:Becky can you get plastic totes that fit on the shelf? 

Kimberly MacNeal:Love Eve Bunting! 

Jeanne O’Grady:shelve board books on the lowest shelf in your 
children’s area where the littlest patrons have them on their level 

Jessica Meredith:I didn’t love Crocodile but everyone else seems to 
enjoy it.  :) 

Rachel Cameron:Tea Rex looks cute! 

Cindi Wynia:We have boardbooks in wicker baskets at the ends of our 
picture book shelves. 

 Karen Feeney:Lucky Ducklings is great 
 Bridget Cannon:OH! I want Tea Rex 
Pamela Karr:I missed the first 4 mins of webinar...will all of these titles 
be available online?  I’m busy writing them all down! 

Anne Crawford:Lucky Ducklings is a really cute story based on a true 
story 

 Pamela Karr:thank you 
Ginger Safstrom 2:There is a download of the books and the chat will 
be archived so you can get other titles instead of writing down 

 Elizabeth Tarnove:I love Kevin Henkes’ books 
Rhonda Johnson:Storytime kids LOVED Lucky Ducklngs.  Lots of copies 
went home with them that day 

Gloria Vansco:My 5 year old loves the Penny books! 

angela vu:We keep our board books in  wicker baskets 

Sherry Christman:Monsters Love Colors - I think it’s 2013 



Jenni Fontanilla:My board books are in an old Record stand 
cabinet...works perfectly 

 Patricia Schroader:a is for musk ox 
Jessica Meredith:Tickle Monster...think it’s pretty new. 
Rebecca Quinn:monsters loves colors is amazing!!! 
Kara Wiseman:You get what you get and don’t throw a fit 
 Rebecca Porter:Fly guy and Mo Willems 
 Wanda Erickson:FLY GUY!!!! 
 Jane Deacle:Z is for Moose 
Ina Gibson:Tony Baloney is fairly new by Pam Munoz Ryan- bright and 
fun for storytime 

Stanley Strauss:Penny’s PPT, Handouts and the archive are at: 
http://infopeople.org/whats_new_childerns_lit_2013 

Emily Ruff:ol mama squirrel is 2013, very good story time book 

Wendy Ensor:We just got the new turn style wooden shelves for board 
books...LOVE them 

Jane DeBellis:Pete the Cat easy readrers as opposed to the picture 
books...one is  on baseball—great for boys and girls 

Bridget Cannon:The kids love Magic Tree House! 

Lauren Suhd 2:We added stars on the spines so kids can find them. 

Anne Crawford:Some transitional fiction that comes to mind are Ready 
Freddy, Geronimo Stilton, the new Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys (in 
which they are 9 years-old), and Rainbow Fairies 

Bridget Cannon:We have seperate shelves and use a different sticker 

Julie Harrison:Kylie Jean series is popular here. 

Jessica Meredith:So far my chapter Nancy Clancy books can’t stay on 
the shelves.  Two out so far, great transitional books for girls. 

 Bridget Cannon:Dork Diaries seem popular as well 
Ina Gibson:We can’t keep Rainbow Fairies or Gernonimo on our 
shelves 

 Tina Drew:Junie B Jones 
 Robert Lovell:We call them “In Betweens”, shelved in their own 
section 
Cheryl Donahue:Nurse Clementine by Simon James 

Wanda Erickson:THE I SURVIVED SERIES BY LAUREN TARSHIS 

Rachel Cameron:Dork Diaries are hardly ever on the shelves here... 

Anne Crawford:I love that series, Wanda! 



Tina Drew:Yes! I Survived are very popular 

Pat Toney:What’s  your take on Anna Hibiscus? 

Valerie Voss:The Never Girls have been super popular! 

Wanda Erickson:It is so popular.  I am trying to do a Skype visit with 
Lauren in May 

 Cam-Tu Diep:Dear Dumb Diary is hilarious 
Elizabeth Tarnove:San Diego Public Library puts clear yellow plastic 
stickers over the spine labels for 1-2 reader level. It looks like yellow 
highlighter. 

Anne Crawford:Is anyone else having trouble with the webinar freezing 
up? Or is it just me? 

 Sherry Christman:no freezing here 
angela vu:We cannot keep Geronimo Stilton or Junie B. Jones on our 
shelves either (San Jose Public) 

 Lisa Matt:I am having trouble as well 
 Armin Arethna:no freezing here either 
Eileen O’Shea:sorry, @anne - I think it’s just you. 
Louis Vilardo:Looks fine to me. 
Cheryl DiGiacomo:no freezing here either. 
 Mary Burns:could be ur computer’s buffering 
Julie Harrison:We have the earliest readers to transitional chapter 
books splits into five sections so kids can find their general level. 

 Bridget Cannon:Yay Tillie Pierce! 
 Wanda Erickson:No freezing just nose prints from the resident beagle 
Willie 
 Becky Steenburg:sound is going in and out, but not disappearing 
altogether 
Eileen O’Shea:the webonar will be archived so you can catch up on 
anything you miss. 

Rachel Cameron:Sound is going in and out a bit for me, but not so 
badly that I can’t understand what’s being said 

 Ann White:Sound freezes some in ne NC 
Mim Gottschalk:Gardens work for Dig Into Reading as well! 

Anne Crawford:Ok, so not just me - a shame, though - good 
information from the presenter and attendees! 

 Bethany Vangrin:wonderful photos in It’s Our Garden 
Cam-Tu Diep:Timmy Failure is a title you can suggest to Diary of a 
Wimpy Kid fans and the Dear Dumb Diary series 



Anne Crawford:That Timmy Failure series looked like it would be a hit 
with the Wimpy Kid fans 

marya kurwa:listening from library ,sound is very faint ,but I saw 
someone mention it will be archived. 

Wanda Erickson:What does anyone think of the Citizen Kid series from 
Kids Can Press??  http://www.kidscanpress.com/us/CitizenKid-
C2539.aspx?section=5&series=2 

Anne Crawford:I LOVE the Book of Animal Poetry!!! 

Tina Drew:April is Poetry Month 

 Pat Toney:http://www.slj.com/category/standards/common-core/ 
Wanda Erickson:YES to the Animal Poetry book.  Phenomenal 

Eileen O’Shea:thanks @pat 

Anne Crawford:How can you NOT love Poetry after that? 

angela vu:no freezing for me, and the sound is just great. 

Wanda Erickson:Yes the Kids Can Press series?? 

Cam-Tu Diep:Girls who rocked the world I think it’s 2012 nonfiction 
book 

Anne Crawford:Next time, I’m going to write down a list of my 
favorites - I feel like one gigantic blank :/ 

sherry wade:and Hippospotamus by willis a picture book goes well with 
the animal poetry book 

 Danitza Lopez:Forgive Me I Meant to Do It 
Bridget Cannon:So glad that kids are being taught more about 
sources! 

Wanda Erickson:It is Citizen Kids the series name 

kay karim:Unusual Creatures by Michael Hearst 

Selenia Paz:I loved Forgive Me I meant to Do it! 

Katie Pikula:His Name was Rauol Wallenberg—definitely a 2012, but 
excellent middle grade read! Biography!  

LUZ CULP:I like the Danica Mckellar math books.... 

Rebecca Porter:National Geographic Just Joking 300 hilarious jokes.... 

Infopeople Project:don’t forgt Harry the Dirty Dog series 

Wanda Erickson:YES to the Nat Geo joke books 

Julie Harrison:National Geographic Weird but True series is popular too. 



Valerie Voss:Our library kids (and adults!) have been going crazy for 
the the “Who Was...” series  

nancy owenhazard:Where to put Maurice Sendak’s My Brother’s 
Book??? 

 Valerie Voss:*Grosset & Dunlap 
Julie Harrison:We put newest Sendak in adult. 

LUZ CULP:Nancy, I puzzled over that too! 

Eileen O’Shea:Nat Geo just joking: 
http://kids.nationalgeographic.com/kids/activities/justjoking/ 

Becky Seng:Harry the Dirty Dog is a series? 

Stanley Strauss:Our Infopeople webinar on new YA literature is next 
week, Tuesday, April 16  at 12 noon Pacific. 
http://infopeople.org/training/whats-new-teen-lit-2013 

Mary Beth Reasoner:My library kids also love and adore the “Who 
Was...” series! 

 Corina Bennett:really liked jinx 
Karen Neal:We put My Brothers Book in YA 

Wanda Erickson:GREAT uthor for middle grades and up in historical 
fiction is Lauraine Snelling.  Excellent descriptions of everyday life on 
the frontier and the prairie 

Ina Gibson:Any suggestions for Sci Fi? 

Cathy Campbell:The Who Was Neil Armstrong book has 2 text errors 
we found when we used for Battle program...watch this series for 
correct facts. 

Anne Crawford:Two websites for free publications that cover pre-pub 
youth books that I love 
are:  http://www.btol.com/p_library_details.cfm?sideMenu=Publication
s&home=/p_library_details.cfm and http://www.voyamagazine.com/ 
(you can click on the digital issue and zoom in to read the text online - 
it’s a $40 a pop magazine that comes out 6 times a year and great for 
tween/teen books 

Julie Harrison:Love the narrator of “One Came Home.”  

Katie Pikula:I have Gingersnap checked out right now! Haven’t started 
yet tho! :)  

Ginger Safstrom 2:Keeper of the Lost Cities by Shannon Messenger 

Jane DeBellis:Hattie Ever After sequel to Hattie Big Sky 



Infopeople Project:Harry has a few books...not really a series, but a 
few diferent books where he gets into trouble...  oldie but goodie 

Cathy Campbell:Ellie McDoodle series is also fun like dork diaries 

Selenia Paz:Prince of Dorkness is also funny, a vampire-humor Diary 
of a Wimpy Kid-like novel 

Rebecca Porter:we’ve received a request form a teacher wanting 
sports in literature 

Anne Crawford:Mike Lupica is great, Rebecca :) 
 Cathy Campbell:tim green for sports 
 Anne Crawford:Tim Green - good one! 
Wendy Ensor:Matt Christopher for sports is good too 
 Kathy LeBlanc:Fred Bowen 
 Rebecca Porter:How perfect 
Cheryl DiGiacomo:Tim Green are popular 
Lisa Peters:Do you think there will be any more baseball books since 
the movie 42 is coming out? 

Tina Drew:Has anyone read the new(ish) A’Mare Stoudemire book? 

Bethany Vangrin:Just finished David Lubar - great read! 

marya kurwa:What about books by Avi for mystery 

Wanda Erickson:John Coy for sports books 

Infopeople Project:Stoudamire has a children’s book? what about/ 

Cathy Campbell:Andrew Lane Sherlock Holmes series is great!...could 
lead into “real “ SH stories 

Tina Drew:Basketball, of course! 

Rennae  Bhagwandat:i did not read A”mare’s book 

Tina Drew:there are a few in the series (STAT) 

Julie Harrison:I wonder if the Ender’s Game movie will lead to more sci 
fi requests. 

Amber Mason:What is the age appro. for the Planet Thieves? 

Wanda Erickson:SKULDUGGERY PLESANT SERIES!!!  Rocks!! 

Tina Drew:oh, gosh, we already can’t keep Ender’s Game in the 
bulldings! 

Ina Gibson:Anyone else have sci fi recommendations? 

Pamela Karr:I’m glad to see new & exciting SF being published for 
kids! 



Jody Maples:We’re doing a Star Trek Display on May 4th:  “May The 
Fourth Be With You”   

Katie Pikula:Hahaha that’s great Jody! :) 

Julie Hudson:better nate than ever EXCELLENT 

Bridget Cannon:love it @ Jody 

Tina Drew:May the fourth is Star Wars, not star Trek 

Lisa Peters:Jody isn’t that Star Wars? 

Jody Maples:Yes, my bad.  Trying to listen and type at the same time-
multi-tasking 

Selenia Paz:Invasion of the Dognappers is a really good SF 

Tina Drew:LOVE Science Fair by Dave Barry - so funny, but not new 

Rhonda Johnson:Prairie Thief by Melissa Wiley 

Sharon McClintock 2:Mighty Miss Malone -historical fiction 

Amber Mason:What is the age appro. for the Planet Thieves? 

 Cathy Campbell:origami yoda, et al are funny 
Anne Crawford:I bought Better Nate than Ever for my YA section 

lanie lile:Are there any Zombie books appropriate for 
elementary/Middle School yet still SCARY... not funny...? 

 lanie lile:Oh cool thanks!!!! 
 Giovanna Capone:losing the sound 
Sherry Caibaiosai:Dustland series by Moira Young...3rd book coming. 
great for YA 

Tina Drew:would love the zombie program link!! 

Jenny Rodriguez:Potterwookie! (Creature from my  closet series) 

 Giovanna Capone:sound is gone 
Katie Pikula:me too!!! Zombie program link!! 

Wanda Erickson:Ashfall is just great also post apocalyptic 

Tina Drew:Enjoying Divergent - very ‘Hunger Games” - to be a movie 
next year 

 lanie lile:great love post apocalyptic too 
 Bridget Cannon:LOVE DIVERGENT 
Sherry Christman:Penny said to email her for the information about 
the zombie program :) 

Andrea Gowing:Love Divergent and Insurgent! 

Karen Neal:Diverget was amazing! 



Eileen O’Shea:we’ll be sure to get that link for zombie programmming 
from penny. 

 Janice Gillaspy:I ‘d like Zombie link too 
Cathy Campbell:Insurgent is good sequel, #3 coming in Nov 

Emily Ruff:I actually hate Divergent.... I prefer Under the Never Sky 

Wanda Erickson:THEY ARE GREAT!!!! 

Jessica Meredith:Good NF zombie book from scholastic: 
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/book/zombies-guide-human-body 

Marianne Reeves:Emily, I didn’t care for Divergent either. 

 Wanda Erickson:the Abdo sereis Marvel 
Chuck OShea:And we will post link on the site when we get it. 

Joshua Rees:for zombies - 
http://bayviews.org/baynews/news201209.html#Program 

lanie lile:she said to email her about zombie program and links - she’ll 
probably give email at teh end 

LUZ CULP:we have lots of demand for Fluffly the Hampster 

Kara Wiseman:We’re big zombie fans here. We did a Zombie Prom last 
year. Cute graphic novel for younger readers. Zombies in love. 

 Eileen O’Shea:thanks @joshua! 
 Rhonda Johnson:Thanks, Joshua! 
Danielle Rogers:Thank you!  I love zombies! 
Debra Frisco:Divergent started strong but peters out... should have 
been condensed some for more effectiveness. 

Katie Pikula:Thanks so much! :)  

Sherry Caibaiosai:are other libraries putting non-fic graphic novels 
with other GNs or in NFic area? 

Wanda Erickson:In Non fic.  But with the new shelving models coming 
that will change 

Pamela Karr:so far all of our graphic novels are shelved in 741 for kids 
& ya 

Julie Harrison:We put them with the graphic novels, under their 
author’s name. 

nancy owenhazard:Loved Drama 

Sherry Christman:graphic novels have their own sections in both the j 
section and YA 



Cathy Campbell:We have graphis Shakespeare books...good idea, but 
don’t go out too much 

Pamela Karr:except our geronimo stilton’s—he’s still in the fic section 

Kimberly MacNeal:We keep all our graphic novels in the same area. 
We have a seperate section in the area for NF. 

Jessica Meredith:”The Seventh Son” will be out later this year, 
too.  Based on Joseph Delaney’s Apprentice series. 

Tina Drew:’Drama’ sounds hard to search in the catalog!! 

Debra Frisco:Love love love the forest wizard with the Rabbit-sled... 
Just is emblazoned on my mind 

Sherry Caibaiosai:Tomorrow when the War began by Marsden 

Emily Ruff:Percy Jackson vs. City of Bones in box office should be 
interesting 

Anne Crawford:I have my children’s and my teen graphic novels 
separated out instead of in non-fiction which our graphic novel readers 
seem to really like 

Cathy Campbell:We have lots of our GN in YA fiction at the end of the 
shelf 

Chuck OShea:Link for Zombies is now on the Infopeople descriptoin 
page for this webinar: 
http://infopeople.org/whats_new_childerns_lit_2013 

 Debra Frisco:The Hobbit I should have specified 
Lisa Peters:I never thought Percy Jackson would come back for movies, 
glad it is 

Valerie Voss:Origami Yoda series!  

Rachel Cameron:Big Nate’s another one we can’t keep on the shelves 

Wanda Erickson:Another series I cannot keep on the shelves is Victory 
School Kids - sports in the beginning chapter book levels 

 Amber Mason:thankyou 
 Tina Drew:And the Diaper baby series 
Eileen O’Shea:very rare to hear a shoutout for franklin pierce! 
 Tina Drew:lol 
Claudia Moriarty:We’ve been very successful getting kids who were 
anti reading by starting them with Capt. Underpants 

Derek Ramos:Magic Pickle good for reluctant readers 

nancy owenhazard:Splurch Academy 



LUZ CULP:We have a “Big Kid” storytime featuring the My Wierd 
School series. 

Pamela Karr:great idea Luz! 

Bridget Cannon:Charlie Boone can be good for kids who likie Harry 
Potter but maynot be “old enough” for all of the Harry Potter. Also if 
they like Narnia 

Tina Drew:My Weird School VERY popular here 

Cheryl DiGiacomo:Dragonbreath are popular too 

Tina Drew:Bad Kitty!!! (gn’s) 

Eileen O’Shea:had a qustion: is there a site linke you were just 
showing for movies? 

June  Evans :Thank you, this was fabulous!  

 Chuck OShea:http://infopeople.org/whats_new_childerns_lit_2013 
 Becky Steenburg:http://www.toon-books.com/ 
Wanda Erickson:Is there a source for titles for kids who are reading 
way above grade level but are not emotionally mature for that titles 
et? 

Katie Pikula:yes excellent question Wanda! I wonder this too! 
Stephanie Levin:Thanks! You gave me some wonderful ideas for our 
summer reading program! The brain juices are flowing.  

 Danielle Rogers:Thank you so much! 
 Vivian Dulay:Thank you Penny! 
Wanda Erickson:Becky, dealing with this issue ALL the time.  Comes 
with the push to read at age 3 :) 

Elizabeth Tarnove:Thank you, Penny! I’ll look forward to your reader 
advisory class in June. 

Marianne Reeves:Excellent webinar. Thank you! 

Julie Hudson:do you have a link to reg for michael cart’s YA 

Becky Seng:what magazine do you use for movies? 

Amber Mason:thanks for the great info! 

Corina Bennett:Thank you so much Great presentation!! 

 Lanora Cox:Thank you Penny 
Cathy Campbell:thank you...we need another hour! 

Amy Austin:Thank you! 

Giovanna Capone:a tween here in Oakland keeps asking for a dvd 
called Epic. anyone heard of it? 



marya kurwa:Thank you Penny great information. 

Gigi Oien:Thank you! 

Wanda Erickson:Yup but they have read all those already 

Eileen O’Shea:for info on michael cart webinar: 
http://infopeople.org/training/whats-new-teen-lit-2013 

 Louis Vilardo:Thank you so much! 
 Pat Toney:http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0848537/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1 
epic 
Jan Gerth:Thank you! This was wonderful! 
 


